
GENERAL COMMENTS

Alvin is a joy to work with. He has a great attitude towards learning. I would
encourage him to read more to improve his vocabulary.

Alvin is also a math genius! He is able to understand concepts very quickly and
very easily. I would definitely encourage him to learn math at a higher grade
level. if he is keep on doing so. Please keep up the good work!

HAVE A WONDERFUL SUMMER HOLIDAY

Class Teacher Principal

Date:

Grading Key

WT - Working towards the level expected

WW - Working within the level expected

WB - Working beyond the level expected
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COMMUNICATION, LANGUAGE, AND LITERACY

Ability to comprehend the language WT

Ability to question WB

Able to express thoughts and feelings orally WW

Identifies phonics WB

Identifies lower case letters WB

Shows interest in books/stories WT

Can identify common: Fruits, vegetables, seasons, flowers,
colors, transportation, animals, their food and homes.

WW

MUSIC AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Shows interest in musical and dance activities WB

Participates in physical activities WW

Understands and follows the rules of the game WW

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Adjustment to school WB

Shows self confidence WW

Participates in group activities WT

Maintains focus during group activities WB

Is considerate and respectful of others WB

Interacts with peers WT

WORK HABITS

Listens attentively WT

Follows simple directions WT

Handles materials carefully WT

Watches a presentation with concentration WT

Completes an activity WT

Replaces apparatus after use WB

DEVELOPMENT OF CREATIVE EXPRESSION

He has a great attitude towards learning. I would encourage him to read
more to improve his vocabulary.

GROSS AND FINE MOTOR SKILLS

Shows interest in writing/coloring WT

Hold pencil correctly WB

Can run, jump, climb, walk on the line, catch & throw ball WB

HAND AND EYE CO-ORDINATION

Is able to pour beans from jug to jug WB

Is able to pour water from jug to jug WT

Spooning lentils from bowl to bowl WW

Sponging WT

Can thread beads by sequence WW

Large button frames WT

Small button frames WB

MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT

Identifies numerals (0-10) WB

Is able to count objects (0-10) WW

Count by rote WW

Sorts objects by color WB

Sorts objects by shape WT

Is able to sort and classify WW

Pairs sets of picture cards WW

Can make the following comparisons: Big-small, long-short,
empty-full, hot-cold, sweet-sour-salty

WW

Can interpret the following spatial positions: In-out, up-down,
far-near, behind-in front

WB

Can arrange more than two objects from: Big-small, long-short WT

Recognized the following geometrical shapes: Circle, oval,
triangle, rectangle, heart, diamond, square & star

WW

WRITING READINESS

Writing Patterns WW

Writing Skills WT
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